
Front cover: Modelled abiotically suitable area of the spiny pocket mouse Heteromys anomalus in northern South America, produced using 
Maxent with model settings tuned via spatially independent data partitions; warmer colours indicate successively higher suitability (A. Radosavljevic
and R. P. Anderson, see pp. 629–643, this issue). Image: A. Radosavljevic.
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ABSTRACT

Aim Models of species niches and distributions have become invaluable to

biogeographers over the past decade, yet several outstanding methodological

issues remain. Here we address three critical ones: selecting appropriate evaluation

data, detecting overfitting, and tuning program settings to approximate optimal

model complexity. We integrate solutions to these issues for Maxent models,

using the Caribbean spiny pocket mouse,Heteromys anomalus, as an example.

Location North-western South America.

Methods We partitioned data into calibration and evaluation datasets via three

variations of k-fold cross-validation: randomly partitioned, geographically struc-

tured and masked geographically structured (which restricts background data to

regions corresponding to calibration localities). Then, we carried out tuning exper-

iments by varying the level of regularization, which controls model complexity.

Finally, we gauged performance by quantifying discriminatory ability and overfit-

ting, as well as via visual inspections of maps of the predictions in geography.

Results Performance varied among data-partitioning approaches and among

regularization multipliers. The randomly partitioned approach inflated esti-

mates of model performance and the geographically structured approach

showed high overfitting. In contrast, the masked geographically structured

approach allowed selection of high-performing models based on all criteria.

Discriminatory ability showed a slight peak in performance around the default

regularization multiplier. However, regularization levels two to four times

higher than the default yielded substantially lower overfitting. Visual inspection

of maps of model predictions coincided with the quantitative evaluations.

Main conclusions Species-specific tuning of model parameters can improve

the performance ofMaxentmodels. Further, accurate estimates of model perfor-

mance and overfitting depend on using independent evaluation data. These strat-

egies for model evaluation may be useful for other modelling methods as well.

Keywords

Cross validation, evaluation, Heteromys, Maxent, niche, overfitting, rodent,

smoothing, South America, tuning.

INTRODUCTION

Three challenges in ecological niche modelling

In recent years, many techniques for modelling species’

niches and distributions have been developed and applied

extensively throughout biogeography (Guisan & Zimmer-

mann, 2000; Guisan & Thuiller, 2005; Peterson, 2006; Kozak

et al., 2008; Peterson et al., 2011; whose terminology we fol-

low). Among the algorithms available, Maxent has come

into particularly common use (Phillips et al., 2006; Elith

et al., 2011). Maxent has performed well (Elith et al., 2006;

Hernandez et al., 2006; Wisz et al., 2008), but its output

depends critically on model complexity and how closely data

ª 2013 John Wiley & Sons Ltd http://wileyonlinelibrary.com/journal/jbi 629
doi:10.1111/jbi.12227
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match assumptions (Phillips & Dud�ık, 2008; Elith et al.,

2010; Anderson & Gonzalez, 2011; Warren & Seifert, 2011).

We address three outstanding issues for Maxent modelling:

(1) quantifying overfitting (to detect overly complex mod-

els); (2) tuning program settings (to determine those that

lead to optimal model complexity); and (3) acquiring inde-

pendent evaluation data (to quantify overfitting and allow

for proper tuning of program settings). Throughout, we

emphasize principles relevant for modelling the environmen-

tal conditions and areas suitable for a species, which is neces-

sary for transferring a model across space or time (Peterson

et al., 2011; Anderson, 2012, 2013). Many of the approaches

examined here should also be relevant to other modelling

techniques.

First, there has been insufficient treatment of producing

models with an appropriate balance between simplicity and

complexity, thereby avoiding underfitting or overfitting (Elith

et al., 2010; Warren & Seifert, 2011). Typically, studies evalu-

ate model quality via quantitative measures of performance by

dividing occurrence data into calibration and evaluation data-

sets. Overfitting occurs when a model fits the calibration data

too closely (in environmental space) and, therefore, fails to

predict independent evaluation data accurately. Similarly,

underfitted models (those that fail to include sufficient com-

plexity) do not provide adequate discrimination and, hence,

predict poorly as well. Research suggests that underfitting is

less frequently a problem than overfitting, at least for tech-

niques that can fit complex responses, such as Maxent (Elith

et al., 2006; Anderson & Gonzalez, 2011; Warren & Seifert,

2011). Both overfitted and underfitted models lack generality,

which hinders studies that involve model transfer to another

region or time period or that aim to compare species niches

(Peterson, 2003; Ara�ujo et al., 2005a; Hijmans & Graham,

2006; Randin et al., 2006; Peterson et al., 2007, 2011; Phillips,

2008; Jezkova et al., 2009).

Second, the process of tuning (or smoothing) involves

varying model parameters to approximate the optimal level

of model complexity: that which best predicts calibration

data without overfitting (by ‘tuning’ the settings of a pro-

gram, or ‘smoothing’ a species’ response curves to particular

predictor variables; Elith et al., 2011). Maxent software pro-

vides default settings, based on the average values determined

as optimal in extensive empirical tuning (Phillips & Dud�ık,

2008). However, optimal settings are likely to vary according

to species, occurrence localities, study region and environ-

mental data. Furthermore, due to several methodological

issues, we predict that the current default settings lead to

overly complex models (see Materials and Methods).

Species-specific tuning of program settings shows promise,

particularly when general and transferable models are desired

(Phillips & Elith, 2010; Anderson & Gonzalez, 2011; Warren

& Seifert, 2011).

Third, to approximate optimal model complexity via tun-

ing experiments, it is necessary to use truly independent

evaluation data (Peterson et al., 2011). Such data allow reli-

able estimates of model performance, generality and transfer-

ability. Most studies evaluate performance based on random

partitioning of occurrence data into calibration and evalua-

tion datasets (split-sample approach of Guisan & Zimmer-

mann, 2000; e.g. Anderson et al., 2002a; Hernandez et al.,

2006; Raxworthy et al., 2007; Jezkova et al., 2009). Unfortu-

nately, random partitioning has proven problematic (Ara�ujo

et al., 2005b). First, because calibration and evaluation locali-

ties often lie close to each other, localities used to evaluate

the model are not truly independent of those used to cali-

brate it. Therefore, as a result of spatial autocorrelation of

the environment, they do not provide realistic tests of model

quality, typically leading to overestimates of performance

(Veloz, 2009; Hijmans, 2012; Bahn & McGill, 2013). Second,

geographical biases in the occurrence data associated with

frequent sampling near roads, rivers and population centres

often lead to environmental biases (Reddy & D�avalos, 2003;

Hortal et al., 2008; Loiselle et al., 2008; Boakes et al., 2010).

Environmental biases can affect model calibration adversely

(Wintle et al., 2005; Ara�ujo & Guisan, 2006; Anderson &

Gonzalez, 2011). Under random partitioning, any environ-

mental biases in the original dataset will be preserved in both

calibration and evaluation datasets and the latter will not be

able to detect any overfitting to the biases (but rather, only

to random noise in the calibration dataset; Peterson et al.,

2011, pp. 160–161). Therefore, environmental biases also lead

to inflated estimates of performance for randomly parti-

tioned occurrence data (Veloz, 2009).

For these reasons, evaluation data should be spatially inde-

pendent from the calibration data and not contain any envi-

ronmental bias found in them. Ideally, evaluation data

would come from another time period and/or geographical

region. Because investigators typically lack occurrence data

from other time periods, evaluation across space has been

proposed as the most reasonable approach for achieving real-

istic evaluations (Ara�ujo & Rahbek, 2006). Specifically, spa-

tially independent evaluations should be used to identify

models that avoid overfitting (Bahn & McGill, 2013). How-

ever, in spatially independent evaluations, the comparison

dataset (e.g. absence or background) should derive only from

regions corresponding to the occurrence localities used in

calibration (Phillips, 2008; Anderson & Raza, 2010). Here,

we implement a practical way of evaluating across space, in

the context of tuning experiments aimed at identifying opti-

mal model complexity.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Study species and occurrence records

A large high-quality occurrence dataset exists for the Carib-

bean spiny pocket mouse, Heteromys anomalus (Thompson,

1815), along with natural history information that facilitates

interpretation of model predictions in geography (Anderson,

2003a; Anderson & Guti�errez, 2009). Typically, the species

ranges from sea level to c. 1600 m a.s.l. and inhabits mature

or secondary deciduous and evergreen forests, but it has also

Journal of Biogeography 41, 629–643
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been collected in gallery forests in the Llanos (savannas) of

Venezuela. Most records lie across northern Colombia and

Venezuela, as well as on the islands of Trinidad, Tobago and

Margarita (Fig. 1). Although a geographically distinct (and

possibly disjunct) distributional area occurs in the upper R�ıo

Magdalena valley to the south, we exclude that part of the

species’ distribution because it is poorly characterized and

the assumptions of stationarity are less likely to be true.

Georeferenced occurrence localities came from recent tax-

onomic revisions (Anderson, 2003a; Anderson & Guti�errez,

2009; 208 unique localities, excluding those in the upper

R�ıo Magdalena valley). Because these localities based on

museum specimens derive from multiple unplanned surveys

typically biased in geography, the resulting localities are

likely to exhibit spatial autocorrelation and suffer from

environmental biases (Reddy & D�avalos, 2003; Ara�ujo &

Guisan, 2006; Hortal et al., 2008; Loiselle et al., 2008; Boa-

kes et al., 2010). To lessen such problems, we filtered data

spatially. Such filtering should lead to better locality data –

both for model calibration and for model evaluation (Ve-

loz, 2009; Anderson, 2012; Hijmans, 2012). We conducted

one test designed to assess the impact of spatial filtering

and then used the spatially filtered localities for all other

analyses. Specifically, we filtered localities to obtain the

maximum number that were at least 10 km apart (Ander-

son & Raza, 2010). Although the 10-km rule is arbitrary

(Hidalgo-Mihart et al., 2004; Iguchi et al., 2004; Pearson

et al., 2007), given the topographic and environmental het-

erogeneity of this system, we chose it with the aim of satis-

fying the above goals without unduly reducing the number

of localities. For each cluster of localities less than 10 km

from each other, we determined the maximum number of

localities that could be retained. When more than one co-

optimal solution existed for a given cluster, we selected one

randomly. After filtering, 124 unique localities remained

(Fig. 1).

Environmental data

For the environmental data, we used 19 bioclimatic variables

from WorldClim 1.4 (http://www.worldclim.org/) at a reso-

lution of 30 arc-seconds. These variables have predicted the

abiotically suitable areas of other small non-volant mammals

successfully in this region (Anderson & Raza, 2010; Anderson

& Gonzalez, 2011). We chose this dataset to determine the

behaviour of Maxent with a set of variables that are likely

to predict the abiotically suitable area of this species and that

show characteristics typical of those employed by many cur-

rent modelling studies.

As the study region, we delimited a rectangle that sur-

rounded the full extent of the known occurrences of the

northern distribution of the species (i.e. excluding records

from the upper valley of the R�ıo Magdalena). The limits

were the nearest even half degree that was at least a half

degree from the nearest locality after filtering (7–13° N,

60–78° W). This area seems reasonable for approximating

the assumptions of background selection by not including

large regions that the species does not inhabit because of

limitations to dispersal or because of biotic interactions

(Anderson & Raza, 2010; but note relatively small areas

inhabited by the congeners H. australis, H. catopterius and

H. oasicus in this region; Anderson, 2003b; Anderson &

Guti�errez, 2009). Whereas other shapes (such as minimum

convex polygons) could have been reasonable as well, we

used a rectangular region to simplify creation of data parti-

tions.

Geographically structured evaluations

We implement three variations of k-fold cross-validation

(Fig. 2; Peterson et al., 2011, pp. 157–159). First, we

use standard k-fold cross validation in our randomly parti-

tioned approach. In k-fold cross-validation (= k-fold cross

A B C D

Figure 1 Filtered localities of the Caribbean spiny pocket mouse (Heteromys anomalus) in north-western South America. Boxes indicate

the four geographical bins used in the present experiments (bins A, B, C and D). This area corresponds to the principal occupied
distributional area of the species. The species also occurs in the upper R�ıo Magdalena valley to the south (not shown). Shaded areas

correspond to elevations above 1000 m.

Journal of Biogeography 41, 629–643
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partitioning), occurrence localities are divided randomly into

k bins (subsets), each of equal sample size (Boyce et al.,

2002; Lehmann et al., 2002). Then, models are built in an

iterative manner, using (k � 1) bins for calibration in each

iteration, with the remaining bin withheld for evaluation.

This is repeated until all bins have been used once for evalu-

ation – i.e. until k models are produced. In essence, this pro-

cedure constitutes an (n � 1) jackknife of bins, where n = k

(Peterson et al., 2011). The evaluation measure/s can be

averaged over the iterations. This method holds the draw-

back that, in each iteration, both calibration and evaluation

datasets will hold the same environmental biases. Hence,

even when calibration and evaluation localities do not lie

close to each other in space, random partitioning can lead to

overestimates of performance (Peterson et al., 2011, pp. 160–

161). In this approach, Maxent samples background data

from the entire study region.

Therefore, following the call for cross-space evaluations,

we modify k-fold cross-validation in our geographically struc-

tured approach by segregating localities into bins spatially

(geographically; Fig. 2; Ara�ujo & Rahbek, 2006; Peterson

et al., 2011, pp. 161–162; Jim�enez-Valverde et al., 2011).

Each bin provides spatially independent evaluation data

(except for localities very near an adjacent bin). Although

any environmental biases present in the overall dataset still

exist, this approach segregates such biases geographically,

allowing for evaluations capable of detecting overfitting to

any corresponding environmental biases (i.e. in addition to

overfitting to noise). While using geographically restricted

occurrence data can truncate niche estimates, such evalua-

tions assess, in a general sense, the model’s transferability

across space (Thuiller et al., 2004; Barbet-Massin et al.,

2010). However, if any environmental bias in sampling exists

uniformly across the geographical bins, this approach (as

well as the modification outlined below) will not be able to

detect any overfitting to it. As in the former approach, Max-

ent here samples background data from the entire study

region.

Because geographical structuring of calibration and evalua-

tion localities artificially increases geographical biases, it

requires another modification. We do so in our masked geo-

graphically structured approach, by masking out environmen-

tal data (see Appendix S1 in Supporting Information) for

background sampling from the area corresponding to the

localities used for model evaluation (Fig. 2; Bahn & McGill,

2013). When calibration localities are selected from only

some portions of the study region, they represent a geo-

graphically biased sample (that may be biased in environ-

mental space as well; Peterson et al., 2011, pp. 161–162).

Hence, it mimics the natural processes of dispersal limitation

and geographical heterogeneity in biotic interactions that can

cause a species to inhabit less than its abiotically suitable dis-

tribution (Anderson & Raza, 2010, p. 1389). For modelling

approaches that use a background, pseudoabsence or absence

sample from the study region in model calibration, that

region should not include areas where the species is absent

because of dispersal limitations or biotic interactions (Ander-

son & Raza, 2010; Barve et al., 2011). Therefore, theory sug-

gests that when employing geographically structured k-fold

cross-validation (or any other geographically structured data-

partitioning scheme; e.g. Peterson et al., 2007), background,

pseudoabsence or absence data should not be drawn from

areas from which known localities were excluded in model

calibration (Phillips, 2008; Bahn & McGill, 2013).

Masked geographically structured evaluations constitute a

test of transferability in the strict sense, as the models are

projected onto an evaluation region that was not included in

the calibration process (Randin et al., 2006; Phillips &

Dud�ık, 2008; Peterson et al., 2011). Such transfer across

space requires assumptions: essentially the same ones neces-

sary for any spatial or temporal transfer (Anderson, 2013).

As an overreaching principle, the species’ response should be

stationary (Osborne & Su�arez-Seoane, 2002). A process is

considered stationary if the statistics that define it and that

are measured within any subset accurately describe the entire

dataset (Osborne et al., 2007). Here, stationarity requires the

following assumptions. First, populations across the species’

range should not differ in inherited niche characteristics (an

assumption of any niche-modelling analysis; Murphy &

Lovett-Doust, 2007); similarly, cross-time transfers assume

Figure 2 Example of data-partitioning approaches and

corresponding regions for background selection used in tuning
experiments of Maxent models of the Caribbean spiny pocket

mouse, Heteromys anomalus. Black circles represent localities
used for model calibration and white ones denote localities

employed in model evaluation. Shaded areas correspond to one
environmental variable (annual mean temperature) for the

respective regions used for background sampling in each
approach.
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no niche evolution (Pearson & Dawson, 2003; Nogu�es-Bravo,

2009). Additionally, relevant biotic interactions should not

differ between the two regions or time periods (Anderson

et al., 2002b). Furthermore, the second region or time period

should not include abiotic environments that are beyond the

range of those available in the calibration region (especially

in cases of strict transferability). When the latter assumption

is violated, additional assumptions are required in order to

make a prediction in such cells of the region to which the

model is transferred (Phillips et al., 2006; Anderson & Raza,

2010; see below). As is typical for most species, we have no

data regarding the possibility of local adaptations across the

range of H. anomalus. The study region used here only

includes relatively small areas inhabited by congeneric species

(which may represent competitors; see above). Finally, we

use maps of the effect of clamping to assess any environmen-

tal heterogeneity across bins (see below). Taking into account

these requirements, we proceed with the following experi-

ments.

MAXENT, regularization and model complexity

To make models, we employed Maxent 3.2.1, with logistic

output (see Appendix S2; Phillips et al., 2006; Phillips &

Dud�ık, 2008). Maxent produces a model based on a series

of ‘features’ (an environmental variable or function thereof).

At the sample size of localities used here, Maxent suggests

use of all feature classes (linear, hinge, quadratic, product,

threshold and discrete); we used all except for discrete, which

is only relevant for categorical variables (Phillips & Dud�ık,

2008). In cases where a model is transferred to a study

region that contains environmental conditions outside the

range of those existing in the calibration study region, the

species’ response curve is said to be truncated (Thuiller

et al., 2004; Williams & Jackson, 2007). Maxent addresses

this issue via the assumption of clamping (‘clamping’ the

species’ response at that of the most-similar conditions in

the calibration region; Phillips et al., 2006; Anderson & Raza,

2010). In cases of spatial or temporal transfer, it is necessary

to examine maps that indicate the degree of clamping to

determine the effect (if any) that it had on model predic-

tions; we did so by inspection (an alternative route could be

via multivariate environmental similarity surfaces; Elith et al.,

2010).

Maxent limits model complexity – and, hence, protects

against overfitting – by regularization: a penalty for each

term included in the model and for higher weights given to

a term (Phillips et al., 2006; Anderson & Gonzalez, 2011).

This penalty occurs in the form of a b regularization param-

eter specific to each feature class (see the ‘lasso’ for general-

ized linear and generalized additive models; Phillips et al.,

2006). Current releases of Maxent implement a regulariza-

tion multiplier, a user-specified coefficient that is applied to

the value of the respective b parameter of each feature class,

altering the overall level of regularization rather than chang-

ing the b parameters individually.

We expect that regularization multipliers higher than

default will be necessary to achieve optimal model complexity.

First, the default regularization values of Maxent (determined

by Phillips & Dud�ık, 2008) were based on tuning experiments

using random partitioning of calibration and evaluation locali-

ties, which should lead to overestimates of performance (see

above). Furthermore, because overfitted models excel in pre-

dicting non-independent evaluation data, random partitioning

should tend to select inappropriately low regularization values.

Second, other than removing duplicate localities that fell into

the same map pixel, no spatial filtering was employed by Phil-

lips & Dud�ık (2008). Spatial filtering (implemented here)

would have reduced the negative effects of spatial autocorrela-

tion, which leads to problems explained above. Third, the

measures of performance used to select the default regulariza-

tion values were AUC (area under the curve of the receiver

operating characteristic plot) and log loss (Phillips & Dud�ık,

2008). While AUC (see below) reflects the discriminatory abil-

ity of the model, it does not directly quantify overfitting, which

was not considered as an optimality criterion by the authors

above. Model selection based solely on discriminatory ability,

without consideration of overfitting, tends to result in overly

complex models (corresponding to low regularization values).

Effect of spatial filtering

Before conducting the main experiments, we carried out pre-

liminary analyses to test for the expected effects of spatial

autocorrelation (and non-independence of calibration and

evaluation datasets) on estimates of model performance for

randomly partitioned datasets. To do so, we made models

using the randomly partitioned approach and the default

regularization multiplier. We employed three datasets: (1) all

208 unfiltered localities; (2) the 124 filtered localities; and

(3) a rarefied dataset of 124 localities randomly selected from

the unfiltered localities. Comparison of the 208 unfiltered

localities with the 124 filtered ones assessed the role that this

degree of filtering played in reducing the proclivity of the

randomly partitioned approach to inflate estimates of model

performance. Models calibrated with the third (rarefied)

dataset of 124 unfiltered localities served as a control regard-

ing sample size. We predict that the models made with unfil-

tered localities will lead to higher (inflated) estimates of

performance than that calibrated with filtered localities.

As in the main experiments (see below), we made models

via k-fold cross validation (k = 4). For each dataset (unfil-

tered, filtered and rarefied), we used the respective evaluation

localities to calculate AUC, a measure of the overall discrimi-

natory ability of the model (see below). We averaged those

values for each dataset and compared the averages.

Tuning experiments and data partitions

For the main experiments, we used filtered localities and

influenced the level of model complexity. We calibrated

models with different values for the regularization multiplier

Journal of Biogeography 41, 629–643
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(0.25, 0.50, 1.00, 1.50, 2.00, 4.00, 6.00, 8.00 and 10.00;

default setting is 1.00). We again divided the localities into

four bins of equal sample size (31 localities in each bin;

Figs 1 & 2). For the randomly partitioned approach, we

divided localities into bins randomly (note that later versions

of Maxent automate implementation of k-fold cross valida-

tion as in the randomly partitioned approach). In contrast,

for the geographically structured and masked geographically

structured approaches, we partitioned data spatially with four

bins (each corresponding to a rectangle) arranged longitudi-

nally from west to east. Each bin had equal sample size, but

the corresponding geographical rectangles differed in area,

together matching the extent of the full study region (longi-

tudes: Bin A, 72.70–78.00° W; Bin B, 69.00–72.70° W; Bin C,

64.07–69.00° W; Bin D, 60.00–64.07° W).

Quantitative evaluations

We assessed model performance using threshold-indepen-

dent and threshold-dependent measures (see Appendix S3).

As a threshold-independent assessment of overall model per-

formance (discriminatory ability), we used AUC. For pres-

ence–background evaluations, AUC quantifies the

probability that the model correctly orders (ranks) a random

presence locality higher than a random background pixel

(Phillips et al., 2006). AUC values calculated with presence–

background evaluation data vary according to the propor-

tion of the study region that is suitable for the species and,

hence, are not comparable among species or across study

regions. Because the present models (produced with differ-

ent program settings) all correspond to the same species and

are evaluated in the same study region, their evaluation

AUC values are appropriate for comparison (Lobo et al.,

2008; Peterson et al., 2008, 2011). For each data-partitioning

approach, we averaged AUC across the four iterations for

each regularization multiplier. The average value for the

evaluation AUC reflects the relative-ranking ability of the

models; however, it does not provide direct information

regarding overfitting.

We quantified overfitting directly in several ways. The

first, a threshold-independent measure, was by calculating

the difference between the calibration and evaluation AUCs

(Warren & Seifert, 2011). In our data-partitioning experi-

ments, the magnitude of the difference between calibration

and evaluation AUCs quantifies the degree of overfitting

to noise in the randomly partitioned approach and overfit-

ting to noise and/or environmental bias in the geographi-

cally structured and masked geographically structured

approaches (assuming stationarity of the species’ response

across geography; see above). Valid comparisons with the

other approaches (and subtraction of evaluation AUC from

calibration AUC) require a non-traditional modification of

calibration AUC for the masked geographically structured

approach, in which the calibration regions differ among

the k iterations as well as from those of the other two

approaches. Therefore, we calculated both evaluation and

calibration AUCs over the full study region and calculated

averages as above.

Additionally, we quantified overfitting by comparing

threshold-dependent omission rates with theoretically antici-

pated levels of omission. To do so, we employed threshold-

ing rules with clear expectations: the lowest presence

threshold and the 10th percentile presence threshold. Under

either thresholding rule, pixels with values equal to or higher

than the threshold are considered suitable, yielding a binary

prediction. For each, we determined the value of the thresh-

old based on the observed omission of calibration localities –

and then employed that threshold to calculate the omission

rate for evaluation localities. The lowest presence threshold

(= minimum training presence threshold of Maxent soft-

ware; Pearson et al., 2007) is the lowest value of the predic-

tion for any of the pixels that hold calibration localities; it

indicates the least-suitable environmental conditions for

which a locality was available in the calibration data set. Sim-

ilarly, the 10th percentile presence threshold (= 10 percentile

training omission threshold of Maxent software) sets as the

threshold the value that excludes the 10 percent of the locali-

ties having the lowest predicted values. It constitutes a stric-

ter (less permissive) criterion for converting a continuous

prediction to a binary one, leading to a smaller geographical

prediction. We averaged omission rates as described above

for AUC.

To use these omission rates as estimates of overfitting, we

compared the observed rates to theoretical expectations. For

an ideal model, we expect zero omission of evaluation locali-

ties using the lowest presence threshold and approximately

10 percent omission for the 10th percentile presence thresh-

old. Omission rates higher than the theoretical expectation

for a given threshold indicate overfitting (assuming stationa-

rity of the species’ response across geography; see above).

The lowest presence threshold is sensitive to the particular

locality that is least suitable (which may often have a sub-

stantially lower value than the next-least suitable one).

Therefore, it may often lead to an overly extensive prediction

when many calibration localities exist. The 10th percentile

presence threshold should not be nearly as sensitive to par-

ticular extreme localities.

With the goal of identifying the settings that led to opti-

mal model complexity, we used the quantitative measures of

performance to select the optimal value(s) of the regulariza-

tion multiplier. Presence-only datasets provide concrete

information regarding the species’ presence but no direct

data regarding absence, leading to asymmetric errors (Peter-

son et al., 2011; see also apparent commission error in

Anderson, 2003b). Therefore, we considered low overfitting

as the primary criterion and secondarily took into account

discriminatory ability (Shcheglovitova & Anderson, 2013).

Specifically, we interpreted as optimal the regularization mul-

tiplier/s that: (1) reduced omission rates to the lowest

observed value (or near it) and minimized the difference

between calibration and evaluation AUC; and (2) still led to

maximal or near maximal observed values for the evaluation
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AUC (which assesses discriminatory ability). When more

than one regularization multiplier fulfilled these criteria

equally well, we chose the lowest one, to promote discrimi-

natory ability (and hence, counter any tendency towards un-

derfitting). Models with an optimal level of complexity can

also be estimated through techniques such as the Akaike

information criterion (AIC) or nonlinear generalized cross

validation (GCV) – which each penalize increasingly complex

models – but recently proposed use of such approaches for

ecological niche models requires further empirical testing

(Warren & Seifert, 2011; Renner & Warton, 2013).

Qualitative evaluations

We also evaluated models by qualitative visual examination

of the resulting maps, based on expert knowledge of the dis-

tribution of vegetation and habitat types in which the species

is known to occur (Huber, 1997). For brevity we present

interpretations only for selected comparisons: four regulari-

zation multipliers (0.25, 1.00, 2.00 and 6.00) using the ran-

domly partitioned approach; and one bin (C) and

regularization multiplier (2.00) for each of the three data-

partitioning approaches. We observed: (1) whether the

model showed signs of overfitting to the environmental con-

ditions found at calibration localities; (2) the strength of the

prediction in the region of the excluded bin (not relevant for

the randomly partitioned approach); (3) the overall discrimi-

natory ability of the model; and (4) details of the predictions

in particular regions where strong differences were apparent

among regularization multipliers and/or data-partitioning

approaches. As signs of overfitting, we searched for very

small regions of high prediction (lying close to calibration

localities) that do not correspond to recognized vegetation

types that the species is known to inhabit. In addition, where

relevant, we examined maps of clamping, to assess the degree

to which it may have affected predictions.

RESULTS

Spatial filtering

In the preliminary experiments, models calibrated using

unfiltered localities led to much higher quantitative esti-

mates of performance than those made with filtered locali-

ties, but visual interpretations of resulting maps indicated

the opposite result. Using the default regularization multi-

plier and random partitions, the models calibrated using

all 208 (unfiltered) localities produced average evaluation

AUC scores much higher than those made using the 124

filtered ones (Fig. 2a; unfiltered, 0.81; filtered, 0.73). Simi-

larly, the rarefied dataset of 124 localities randomly chosen

from the unfiltered ones yielded models with substantially

higher average evaluation AUC values than did those cali-

brated using the 124 filtered localities (rarefied unfiltered,

0.80). On the contrary, visual inspections of the corre-

sponding maps indicated less realistic models for both of

the analyses using unfiltered localities. Specifically, the

models calibrated with unfiltered localities showed signs of

strong overfitting: areas of highest prediction primarily

restricted to regions close to calibration localities (not

shown). In contrast, in the maps corresponding to the

models calibrated with filtered localities, overfitting was

substantially lower (see below).

Tuning experiments: quantitative evaluations

In all three approaches, average evaluation AUC (hereafter,

AUC) remained relatively flat across the range of values for

the regularization multiplier (Fig. 3a). However, each

approach showed the highest AUC value at the default regu-

larization multiplier (1.00) and performance decreased

slightly as the regularization multiplier was increased or

decreased from the default. Across all values of the regulari-

zation multiplier, the geographically structured approach

showed substantially lower AUC values than did the ran-

domly partitioned one. However, the masked geographically

structured approach yielded values similar to those of the

random partitions.

All three approaches displayed similar trends regarding

the difference between calibration and evaluation AUC val-

ues. The difference (which indicates overfitting) was mod-

erately high at low levels of the regularization multiplier

but rapidly decreased approaching the default setting

(1.00) and levelled off at 4.00 (Fig. 3b). Across all regulari-

zation multiplier values, the geographically structured

approach displayed a notably higher difference than did

the randomly partitioned or masked geographically struc-

tured approaches.

Average omission rate for the evaluation localities (hereaf-

ter omission rate) using the lowest presence threshold was

very high for all three approaches at low regularization val-

ues but quickly declined for intermediate and high ones

(Fig. 3c). The three curves were virtually flat above a regular-

ization multiplier of 1.50, where rates were only slightly

above the zero omission rate expected without overfitting

(omission rate at regularization multiplier of 1.50: randomly

partitioned, 0.065; geographically structured, 0.073; masked

geographically structured, 0.032). The geographically struc-

tured approach displayed a higher average omission rate than

the random one at regularization multiplier values of 0.25 to

1.00, but the two yielded similar estimates beyond that. The

masked geographically structured approach yielded values

similar to those of the randomly partitioned one, but at reg-

ularization multipliers above 1.00, the omission rate was

slightly lower for the former.

Using the 10th percentile presence threshold, all three

approaches showed a pattern similar to but more pro-

nounced than that for the lowest presence threshold

(Fig. 3d). High omission rates occurred at low regularization

multipliers. Omission rates decreased markedly as the

regularization multiplier increased; however, here they did

not level off until a regularization multiplier of 4.00.
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Furthermore, the lowest omission rates achieved were sub-

stantially higher than those for the lowest presence threshold

for all approaches (Fig. 3c,d; at regularization multiplier

4.00: randomly partitioned, 0.097; geographically structured,

0.250; masked geographically structured, 0.105). Across all

regularization multipliers, the geographically structured

approach led to a higher omission rate than the randomly

partitioned or masked geographically structured ones. At reg-

ularization multipliers of 4.00 and above, the omission rates

of the randomly partitioned and masked geographically

structured approaches were only slightly higher than

expected (0.10, or 10%), but that for the geographically

structured approach was substantially higher.

Tuning experiments: qualitative assessments

Viewed in geographical space, the maps of model predictions

differed substantially among regularization values and, to a

lesser degree, among data-partitioning approaches. Although

trends were similar for all bins, we present and interpret only

those for Bin C and selected regularization multipliers. For all

approaches, signs of overfitting decreased markedly with

increased regularization, but the very highest regularization

values led to models that failed to capture important aspects

of the species’ abiotically suitable area (based on expert

knowledge). We illustrate these patterns for one iteration of

the cross-validation experiment for the randomly partitioned

approach (Fig. 4). Models made with the lowest regulariza-

tion multiplier (0.25; Fig. 4a) suffered from extreme overfit-

ting, with the strongest predictions largely restricted to areas

near calibration localities. At the default regularization mul-

tiplier (1.00; Fig. 4b), overfitting was substantially lower. At

regularization multiplier 2.00 (Fig. 4c), the areas strongly

predicted for the species generally corresponded to vegeta-

tion types where it is known to occur. Overall, good dis-

crimination between suitable and unsuitable environments

was found at high elevations (e.g. Cordillera de M�erida,

Sierra Nevada de Santa Marta; see also Fig. 1). Although

models made using regularization multiplier 6.00 (Fig. 4d)

appear broadly similar to those for regularization multiplier
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Figure 3 Results of threshold-independent and threshold-dependent evaluations in tuning experiments of Maxent models of the

Caribbean spiny pocket mouse, Heteromys anomalus: (a) evaluation AUC, (b) calibration AUC minus evaluation AUC, (c) omission rate
using the lowest presence threshold, and (d) omission rate using the 10th percentile presence threshold. For each data-partitioning

approach, the respective evaluation measure was averaged across the k iterations of each value of the regularization multiplier. Whereas
evaluation AUC reflects the overall discriminatory ability of the model (with higher values denoting better performance), the other three

measures reflect the degree of overfitting (with lower values indicating better performance). Because the randomly partitioned approach
provides inflated estimates of performance due to the lack of independence between calibration and evaluation datasets, it appears here

as a dashed line. Note the high performance (high AUC and low omission) of the masked geographically structured approach and the
decrease in overfitting as the regularization multiplier increases (in b, c and d).
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(a) Regularization multiplier = 0.25

(b) Regularization multiplier = 1.00

(c) Regularization multiplier = 2.00

(d) Regularization multiplier = 6.00
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Figure 4 Maxent models of the abiotically suitable area of the Caribbean spiny pocket mouse (Heteromys anomalus), showing the

effect of changes in the regularization multiplier. Examples appear here for the randomly partitioned approach, one iteration of the
cross-validation experiment and selected regularization multipliers: (a) 0.25, (b) 1.00, (c) 2.00 and (d) 6.00. The predictions show a

suitability gradient from low (0, blue) to high (1, red). Squares correspond to calibration (white) and evaluation (purple) localities. In
these examples, note signs of overfitting at the two lower values of the regularization multiplier and a loss of discriminatory ability at

the highest regularization value (see Fig. 1).
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2.00, they lack substantial discrimination in general; further-

more, they do not reflect the species’ tolerances accurately,

showing unreasonably strong predictions in the high-eleva-

tion areas mentioned above.

The masked geographically structured approach led to

more realistic predictions than the other data-partitioning

approaches. We illustrate these patterns for Bin C and regu-

larization multiplier 2.00 (Fig. 5). At most regularization

multipliers, the prediction in the area corresponding to Bin

C (the evaluation bin for these predictions; Fig. 1) was

weaker for the geographically structured approach (Fig. 5b)

than for the randomly partitioned one (Fig. 5a). In compari-

son with these first two approaches, the masked geographi-

cally structured approach (Fig. 5c) showed a notably

(a) Randomly partitioned

(b) Geographically structured

(c) Masked geographically structured
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Figure 5 Maxent models of the abiotically suitable area of the Caribbean spiny pocket mouse (Heteromys anomalus), showing
variation among the three data-partitioning approaches: (a) randomly partitioned, (b) geographically structured and (c) masked

geographically structured. Examples appear here for regularization multiplier 2.00 and models for which Bin C constituted the
evaluation data. The predictions display a suitability gradient from low (0, blue) to high (1, red). Squares correspond to calibration

(white) and evaluation (purple) localities. Overall, the masked geographically structured approach led to the most realistic predictions
(see Fig. 1).
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stronger prediction in the area of Bin C. The broader predic-

tion in that region matches more closely to the species’

known occurrence records in the mixed savanna areas of Bin

C. In regions corresponding to the bins used for calibrating

the model, the masked geographically structured approach

(Fig. 5c) was generally similar to the other two approaches,

except for in high-montane areas. In such regions, the

masked geographically structured approach (and to a lesser

degree the geographically structured approach) showed good

discrimination and low predictions for the species in the

highest areas (see also Fig. 1). In contrast, the randomly par-

titioned approach (Fig. 5a) overestimated suitability, espe-

cially in the Sierra Nevada de Santa Marta. For all

regularization multipliers, clamping was minimal in the

masked geographically structured approach – appreciable

only in small areas along the Caribbean coast and at the

southern end of the Lago de Maracaibo (not shown).

DISCUSSION

Interpretation of experiments

The preliminary analyses using unfiltered versus filtered

localities for the randomly partitioned approach yielded sub-

stantially higher AUC scores for models calibrated and evalu-

ated with unfiltered localities. This discrepancy existed even

when controlling for sample size. Visual inspections of the

predictions in geographical space indicated that models made

with unfiltered localities exhibited strong signs of overfitting.

These results confirm that, as expected, the non-indepen-

dence between the calibration and evaluation localities in the

randomly partitioned approach led to inflated estimates of

performance. Although the spatial filtering implemented here

lessened these problems, the results of this analysis support

interpretation of measures of performance as inflated in the

subsequent experiments.

In the main experiments, the threshold-independent

evaluations using AUC indicate strong differences among

data-partitioning approaches (Fig. 3a). First, the randomly

partitioned models showed higher AUC values than the

geographically structured ones and this difference probably

derives from both artefactual and real causes. Some of the

observed difference in estimates of performance between the

two approaches derives from an inflated AUC for the ran-

domly partitioned approach (see filtering experiment). The

rest of the difference probably reflects the effects of overfit-

ting to any environmental biases in the geographically struc-

tured approach (including those resulting from the artificial

spatial bias inserted in that approach; Phillips, 2008; Ander-

son & Raza, 2010).

In contrast, the masked geographically structured models

enjoy high and realistic estimates of performance. The differ-

ence in performance between the geographically structured

and masked geographically structured approaches emphasizes

the importance of selecting calibration regions that match

modelling assumptions (Anderson & Raza, 2010; Barve et al.,

2011; Peterson et al., 2011). As expected, including back-

ground data from a region that corresponds to evaluation

but not calibration localities (in the geographically structured

approach; Barbet-Massin et al., 2010) provides a false nega-

tive signal that interferes with successful modelling of the

species’ existing fundamental niche, here decreasing model

performance dramatically.

The difference between calibration and evaluation AUC

detects strong overfitting at low regularization values

(Fig. 3b). Once again, we interpret that the estimates of

overfitting for the randomly partitioned approach are overly

optimistic. The higher overfitting indicated here for the geo-

graphically structured models probably corresponds to its

ability to detect overfitting to any environmental biases

(including those resulting from the artificial spatial bias). On

the contrary, the masked geographically structured models

show performance nearly identical to that of the randomly

partitioned ones here and this low estimate of overfitting for

the former approach should be realistic.

The threshold-dependent evaluations of omission rate

indicate similar differences in performance among regulariza-

tion multipliers. All three data-partitioning approaches show

a striking decline from the lowest regularization multipliers

to a value of 2.00, which we attribute to a reduction in over-

fitting to noise. Both thresholding rules illustrate this marked

decrease in omission rate. However, the respective curves

level off at different regularization multipliers and the best

(lowest) omission rate achieved in a given analysis varies.

Whereas the three data-partitioning approaches show virtu-

ally identical performance using the lowest presence thresh-

old, the 10th percentile presence threshold indicates notable

differences (Fig. 3d). The lack of discrimination among

approaches for the lowest presence threshold may be related

to its sensitivity to the particular locality that is least suitable.

Although the lowest presence threshold may actually lead to

an underestimate of the suitable areas for species with very

few records, more restrictive thresholding rules are likely to

be more appropriate for with species with many occurrence

records, as here.

The lowest omission rates achieved are reasonable for both

thresholding rules (at least for two of the approaches). Using

the lowest presence threshold, all three approaches yield rates

at or only slightly higher than the expected zero omission

rate (Fig. 3c). Using the 10th percentile presence threshold,

both the random and masked geographically structured

approaches yield omission rates near the expected 10%, but

the higher rate mentioned above for the geographically struc-

tured approach is quite high (almost 30%; Fig. 3d). Recall,

however, that the randomly partitioned approach produces

artefactually low omission rates regardless of the thresholding

rule adopted.

The visual interpretations of maps of the predictions in

geographical space match patterns observed in the quantita-

tive measures of performance. As judged by visual interpreta-

tions for all approaches, low regularization multipliers

produce problematic levels of overfitting, intermediate ones
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yield satisfactory predictions, and the highest multipliers lead

to underfitted models that provide unrealistic predictions in

some regions (Fig. 4). As expected, the three data-partition-

ing approaches differ strongly in their predictions with

regard to the area corresponding to the bin used for evalua-

tion, with the masked geographically structured approach

leading to the most realistic predictions overall (Fig. 5).

Conclusion and recommendations

We interpret that optimal performance for the present mod-

els corresponds to regularization multipliers higher than the

default, echoing the findings of studies for other species

(Elith et al., 2010; Anderson & Gonzalez, 2011). Although a

slight peak occurs in AUC at the default regularization value,

all other measures indicate much better performance at

slightly to substantially higher regularization multipliers. Spe-

cifically, regularization multipliers as high as 2.00 to 4.00 are

necessary to reduce overfitting to low levels. Qualitative

assessments of the geographical predictions reiterate this con-

clusion. Although AUC values and omission rates do not

worsen with regularization multipliers above 4.00, qualitative

visual assessments of models in geographical space show a

decline in model quality and overall discriminatory ability.

Had these experiments been conducted using unfiltered

localities for model calibration, we predict that even higher

regularization multipliers would have been necessary to

achieve optimal performance on spatially independent evalu-

ation data.

The masked geographically structured approach showed

clear advantages over the other two data-partitioning strate-

gies. As predicted, the randomly partitioned approach pro-

duced inflated estimates of performance and led to overfitted

models. In the geographically structured approach, increasing

the regularization multiplier was insufficient to counteract

the effects of the strong spatial bias in the localities used for

model calibration (artificially inserted in that approach). In

contrast, the masked geographically structured approach

sidestepped the problem of the artificial spatial bias that we

inserted (and any corresponding environmental biases) and

allowed for detection of overfitting to environmental biases

that differed among the spatial partitions (Phillips, 2008). In

conjunction with tuning experiments, this approach can

allow selection of model settings likely to avoid overfitting to

noise as well as to the latter class of biases.

The current results lead to recommendations regarding the

use of tuning to identify optimal model complexity in Max-

ent for a given species and dataset. Ideally, both the regular-

ization multiplier and the feature classes considered should

be subjected to tuning experiments (Shcheglovitova &

Anderson, 2013). Future research should also determine if

varying the regularization multiplier is sufficient to achieve

optimal regularization (i.e. rather than tuning b individually

for each feature class; Anderson & Gonzalez, 2011). To reach

general conclusions and guidelines regarding model complex-

ity in Maxent, comprehensive experiments are necessary

with multiple species. Such research should examine the

effects of sample size and spatial autocorrelation in the local-

ities (e.g. with different levels of filtering of calibration locali-

ties) and of the level of correlation among environmental

variables (Elith et al., 2010; Hijmans, 2012). While we used a

simple west-to-east partitioning tactic with only four bins,

both the geographical arrangement and the number of bins

should be tailored to the project at hand (Peterson et al.,

2011; see also a checkerboard approach, Pearson et al.,

2013). The approach suggested here should also be compared

with that of correcting for the effects of sampling bias when

it can be quantified directly or estimated using a suitable tar-

get group (which has the potential to avoid overfitting to

environmental biases that are uniform across the study

region Anderson, 2003b; Phillips et al., 2009). More gener-

ally, results based on the tuning approach should be com-

pared with model selection based on information criteria

(e.g. the AIC corrected for small sample size, AICc; Warren

& Seifert, 2011) and generalized cross validation (GCV),

which is similar in intent (Renner & Warton, 2013). This

overall research agenda may allow for a complex set of rules

for estimating new optimal settings for Maxent.
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SUPPORTING INFORMATION

Additional Supporting Information may be found in the

online version of this article:

Appendix S1 Procedure for masking environmental vari-

ables.

Appendix S2 Instructions for running Maxent using .bat

files.

Appendix S3 AUC and omission rate calculations.
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